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CompuScope GPU CUDA Processing

Stream acquired data from CompuScope high-speed Digitizers to high-performance
GPUs for signal processing and data recording in real-time!

Utilize high-performance GPU cards to take
advantage of familiar C programming development
environment with powerful multi-core parallelized
vector processing for real-time signal processing
routines on streamed CompuScope Digitizer signal
data.

Gage CompuScope C SDK ready-made compiled
sample programs illustrate PCIe data streaming to
GPU and effective exploitation of GPU parallelized
vector processing to attain 10X ~ 100X faster
analysis rates than host CPU.

This enables end users to quickly and easily begin working with GPU cards, focusing
on the development of their custom in-line processing routines that is unique to their
application. Projects can be developed rapidly and are more transportable working in a
C programming environment with the GPU CUDA library.
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About DynamicSignals

GaGe, Signatec and KineticSystems are
product brands of DynamicSignals LLC.

We are a customer oriented industry
leader in high-performance, accurate,
and reliable data acquisition solutions.
Our core competencies include
engineering, manufacturing and
integration of data acquisition cards,
digitizers, signal conditioners, and
waveform generators into continuous
signal data recording, processing and
arbitrary signal generation systems.

DynamicSignals LLC is a USA Small
Business ISO 9001:2015 Certified
Company.

PCIe/PCI Digitizers

With sampling rates up to 6 GS/s and
deep on-board acquisition memory up
to 16 GB, our high speed multi-channel
digitizers provide optimal combination of
sampling speed, resolution and
memory.

eXpert FPGA Processing

PCIe Streaming, Signal Averaging,
Ultrasonic NDT Position Encoder, OCT,
FFT, or Custom FPGA processing
routines provide a fast and efficient
means of analyzing only data of
interest.

GPU CUDA Processing

Stream acquired data from high-speed
Digitizers to high-performance GPUs for
signal processing and data recording in
real-time.

Waveform Generators

Arbitrary waveform generators or
function generators capable of creating
custom stimuli for testing complex
analog and digital circuits.

High-Performance Systems

Customized PC Workstations tailored
for real-time signal recording,

Oscilloscope Software

Programming-free PC oscilloscope
software for GaGe high speed digitizers
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processing and playback applications
that require guaranteed continuous
sustained data streaming rates with no
missing data. Available in portable,
tower, and rackmount form factors.

or digital oscilloscopes and arbitrary
waveform generators. SDKs for
C/C#/C++, LabVIEW, and MATLAB are
also available for custom application
development.
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